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September 2, 2017 
 
Candidate Survey for City Council  Candidates in  the upcoming  City of Vancouver By-election 
 
Dear Jean  Swanson, 
  
The Vancouver Tenants Union  (VTU) launched on  April  29, 2017, has twenty-five steering 
committee members, and has already signed up approximately 700  paying  members 
representing  rental  buildings in  neighbourhoods across the city.  
 
Our organization  is very interested in  accountable municipal  governance that improves the lives 
of tenants who  make up approximately 50% of the population  in  our city. We are asking  you  to 
fill  out our VTU Questionnaire so  that we may be better informed about your positions on 
issues that affect our membership and other voters. Feel  free to  add pages for expanded 
comments. 
  
Please sign, print, scan  into  pdf format and email  your responses to  the questionnaire to  us at 
tenantsunion.yvr@gmail.com by the 10th of September .  
 
The Vancouver Tenants Union  (VTU) may or may not endorse a candidate based on  the results 
of this questionnaire. If we choose to  endorse a candidate, we may need to  clarify your 
position  and may request a phone or in-person  interview during  the week of Sept 11-14, as 
preparation  for our general  membership meeting  mid-September.  
 
We will  be sharing  your responses (but not your contact information) for viewing  on  our 
website:  www.vancouvertenantsunion.ca 
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Questions 
 
Candidate Name: Jean  Swanson 
 
Candidate Signature:  
 
Email:  jean.swanson@gmail.com 
 
Phone number: 604-729-2380 
 
Municipal  party: Independent, supported by COPE 
 
 
 

1. How will  you  advocate for better housing  policy and put pressure on  the Provincial  and 
Federal  governments to  improve housing  security and affordability for renters? 

  
Answer:  While the Provincial  and Federal  governments should contribute much  more, that 
shouldn’t be an  excuse for the city to  do  nothing  or very little. I’m hoping  to  open  up City Hall 
for people working  for Housing  Justice. As a city councillor, I will  advocate fiercely for more 
federal  and provincial  housing  money. For example, if the Tenant Union  wanted the City to 
publicly ask either or both  levels of government to  build more low-cost housing  and co-ops, I 
would make a motion  to  that effect and also  motions to  hear delegations. I could help the city 
organize delegations to  Victoria and Ottawa, with  representatives from communities from 
around the city to  lobby for the housing  we need. If the feds and province withhold funds, I’ll 
lobby for the city to  get the powers to  tax mansions so  we’ll  have more money for housing  for 
low-income people.  If the feds and province refuse to  provide these powers I’ll  explore ways 
of taxing  mansions that are legal. 

 
Finally, my Rent Freeze plan  depends on  the provincial  government, through  the Ministry of 
Housing, establishing  a 0% increase on  rent for the duration  of the NDP government. Now that 
the NDP is in  power, we have to  push  our friends to  act. Municipal  governments are the ones 
that are closest and most accessible for people; we must open  up City Hall  to  the people to 
use the office of city councillor to  help build powerful  social  movements for long  overdue 
action  to  solve the housing  crisis. I am running  for city council  now because for too  long  our 
elected representatives have been  shrugging  their shoulders, or passing  the buck to  other 
levels of government.  
 
Both  provincial  and federal  governments have higher income tax rates for higher-income 
people. Cities can  only tax property so  they should have the ability to  tax expensive property 
(starting  at over $5  million) at a higher rate. We call  this a mansion  tax. It could bring  in  millions 
of dollars that could be used to  build beautiful  social  housing  like Vienna has. 
 



 
 
 

2. Do  you  think that the City of Vancouver’s current definitions of affordable housing 
and/or social  housing  are reasonable?  If not, what would you  do  about it if you  were 
elected? 

 
Answer:  The current definition  is appalling. For the last several  years, a big  part of my work as 
an  activist has been  in  helping  expose how awful  and nonsensical  the current definition  of 
“affordable housing  is --  and to  help all  those fighting  against it.  The current definition  says 
that social  housing  is housing  that is owned by government or a non  profit, where one-third of 
the units rent at Housing  Income Limits (HILS) or below. And $1000  a month  for a bachelor 
suite is considered HILS. The other two-thirds can  be at any amount the market will  bear. As a 
result, this “social  housing" can  actually gentrify a neighbourhood, pushing  up land values, 
taxes, and rents in  surrounding  businesses and apartments. Additionally social  housing  does 
not have to  be affordable to  people who  are on  welfare/disability or seniors’ pensions. In  fact, 
low income people are excluded from most of the city’s “social  housing.”   
 
The definition  of “affordable” suggested by Vision  Vancouver Councillor Kerry Jang  is equally 
appalling.  “[A]ffordable housing  is something  that somebody can  afford,” he has said. Of 
course you  can  afford to  pay a high  rent if you  have a high  income, but what about the rest of 
us?  Too  many of our city councillors are out of touch  with  what people in  Vancouver are facing 
--  so  many families are one paycheque away from being  evicted. If elected, I pledge to  only 
accept $44,000  of the $85,000  salary paid to  city councillors --  the rest I will  donate to  groups 
working  for social  justice. I’ll  do  this so  that I’ll  be making  an  average salary, because I think it’s 
easier to  identify with  the issues of people who  have average incomes if you’re one of them. 
 
When  elected I will  put forward motions to  change the definition  of social  housing  so  that low 
income people can  actually afford to  live in  it. I will  actively work to  mobilize members of the 
public to  come to  council  to  support this change. The City’s current definition  is cruel  and 
downright Orwellian, and adds insult to  injury to  all  those struggling  to  find a place live or to 
remain  in  the city at all  in  the midst of this housing  crisis.  
 

3. Would you  publicly advocate for real  rent control  (vacancy control) where rents are tied 
to  the unit and not the person?   Y/N  

 
Answer: Yes, absolutely.  
 
Comments: The biggest rent increases happen  when  tenants move out of or are evicted from a 
unit. This loophole must be closed. I have been  advocating  for real  rent control  for many years. 
As long  as the rent is tied to  the person, not the unit, landlords have a huge incentive to  find a 
pretext to  kick people out of their homes so  they can  jack up the rents.  
 

4. Do  you  support a rent freeze in  the form of a 0% rent increase on  Vancouver rental 
properties for at least four years?  Y/N 

 



 
 
 
Questions 
Answer: Yes, absolutely!   
 
Comments: My campaign  has been  out collecting  signatures on  a petition  demanding  a freeze 
in  rents for at least 4  years. It is a very popular petition! Renters across the city are supporting 
this effort to  push  for a Rent Freeze, and our canvass teams are even  finding  landlords and 
homeowners who  are signing  the petition  and expressing  their support. There is widespread 
awareness that the rent has spiralled out of control  and it’s doing  unspeakable damage to 
people and to  our city. I’m glad to  hear that the new provincial  government is considering 
reducing  the annual  allowable rent increases to  something  lower than  4%. But it’s important 
we keep pushing  them to  do  more. A Rent Freeze is an  important first step, but ultimately we 
need to  look at how to  roll  back the rent more and to  build far more truly affordable housing. 
The status quo  is totally unacceptable and it’s the number one reason  I’m running  in  this 
by-election.  
  
 

5. How could the city better enforce its current bylaws for vulnerable renters who  live in 
poorly maintained properties?  
 

Answer:  There are a number of things the city could do, including:   
 
-  Fund tenant organizers to  support tenants in  getting  their rights (which  can  be quite 
complicated); 
 
-  Give tenants free copies of inspection  reports on  the buildings they live in; 
 
-  Do  more inspections, especially of problem buildings; 
 
-  Work to  get non-profit management in  problem buildings; 
 
-  Most importantly, use section  23.8  of the Standards of Maintenance Bylaw to  have the city do 
required work and bill  the owner if necessary;  
 
-  Also, importantly, the city must ensure that rents don’t increase when  they are involved in 
making  grants, housing  agreements or giving  repair permits to  building  owners. 
 
-  The city could lobby the province for various changes needed to  the city’s own  Standards of 
Maintenance Bylaw to  shorten  enforcement periods. For example if a landlord refuses to  fix the 
heat in  the winter, a tenant has to  wait 60  days for the city to  act on  an  enforcement order. The 
city should have the power to  prosecute landlords in  3  days, not 60  days, for no  heat. There 
are numerous Residential  Tenancy Act amendments that the city could make to  help tenants 
access their rights to  get repairs done and I would advocate for them all  with  the help of the 
Vancouver Tenants Union  and other tenant organizations.   



 
 
 

 
6. Do  you  support legislation  that would mandate that landlords allow tenants back into 

units after renovations at previous rental  rates?  Y/N 
  
Answer: Yes, absolutely.  
 
Comments: In  fact Gabe Boothroyd, an  amazing  young  researcher, did some research  for my 
campaign  where he says that the city could expand its Tenant Relocation  and Protection  Policy 
to  require that landlords submit signed contracts with  tenants who  are potential  evictees as a 
condition  of getting  building  or development permits to  do  renovations. I will  be pushing  for the 
city to  do  exactly this to  prevent renovictions. 
 

7. The Tenants Union  recognizes that rent control  and housing  affordability are only one 
aspect of the crisis of inequality in  Vancouver. Do  you  support raising  the welfare and 
disability rates in  BC beyond the $100  monthly increase that the NDP has put into  place 
for 2017?  (Y/N) If yes, how much  of an  increase would you  advocate for as a city 
councillor?  

 
Answer: Yes.  
 
Comments:  Welfare and disability should definitely be raised substantially. I have worked for 
over a decade to  push  for increases. Frankly, the $100  monthly increases are a drop in  the 
bucket and leave people scrambling  to  survive. This is another issue where it’s vitally important 
to  have municipal  elected representatives who  will  push  higher levels of government. The 
group that I have been  working  with, Raise the Rates, is pushing  for welfare to  be at the federal 
Market Basket Measure level  which  is about $1600  a month  for a single person  in  a city like 
Vancouver. Raise the Rates calls for disability to  be about $300  a month  higher. I think 
increases to  this level  would definitely help folks pay rents, still  have enough  money left over 
for other necessities and with  more purchases, stimulate local  economies in  low income 
neighbourhoods 
 
 

8. How will  you  work to  provide social  housing  for Vancouver residents who  are most 
vulnerable, including  youth, women, LGBT2IQ+, Indigenous people, people living  with 
disabilities and others who  are disproportionately represented in  the homeless 
population? 

 
Answer: My campaign  is calling  for immediate building  of enough  modular housing  units (like 
the ones at Main  and Terminal) to  house all  homeless people in  Vancouver until  proper social 
housing  can  be built for them.  Some of these buildings/units should be specifically reserved 
for LGBT2IQ+ folks, youth, people with  disabilities, serious addictions, seniors, women  and 
Indigenous people. People living  with  mobility disabilities can  be housed on  the ground floors. 
Ethical, culturally sensitive, staffing  reflecting  the real  diversity of Vancouver is also  necessary. 



 
 
 
Questions 
It’s ways past time for us to  finally end homelessness in  Vancouver and the city needs to  take 
bold steps to  get there. The city could pay for this with  a Mansion  tax and or investigate other 
ways of funding  it. If the City can  find ways to  fund the Arbutus Greenway, they can  find ways 
to  house the homeless. In  fact, because it costs more to  leave homeless people on  the street 
than  to  house them, this modular housing  could pay for itself in  4  years --  and allow us to  but 
the police budget. We should be housing  the homeless, not criminalizing  poverty.   
 
I will  also  work as fiercely and effectively as possible to  lobby senior governments for adequate 
funds to  start building  up the proportion  of social  housing  for everyone in  Vancouver so  we 
have beautiful  social  housing  with  daycares, swimming  pools, and community spaces --  like 
they do  in  Vienna where 60% of the entire housing  stock is social  housing. Housing  is a human 
right, not a commodity!  When  we have a large proportion  of social  housing  in  the city it will 
help bring  down  the prices of market housing.  
 

9. Do  you  support a moratorium on  condo  buildings in  low income neighbourhoods like 
Chinatown  and the DTES?  

  
Comments:  Yes. Condos in  low income areas increase property values, taxes and rents in 
nearby rental  housing  and retail  stores.  
  

10. Do  you  support the Chinatown  Action  Group’s PEOPLE’S VISION FOR CHINATOWN? 
Y/N 

  
Comments: Yes. Lots of brilliant and loving  work went into  this report which  calls for an 
increase in  government owned social  housing  units in  Chinatown, affordable by low income 
people and working  class families. It also  calls for a public community centre for seniors, youth 
and families, a public park, a community literacy program and community-oriented multilingual 
cultural  programming, free translation  for government services, a publicly funded community 
council, affordable and accessible retail  stores, and more safety in  the neighbourhood. 
 

11. Would you  support a speculation  tax on  the profits of properties bought and resold 
within  1  – 3  years, scaling  down  over time?  Y/N 

  
Answer: Yes.  
 
Comments: Housing  must be treated as a human  right and not a commodity that is treated as 
an  investment vehicle. Income made from housing  speculation  could be taxed like 
corporations. Because housing  is so  scarce, speculation  could be taxed double or triple that of 
corporations.  
  

12. 2016  census numbers show that there are over 25,000  vacant homes in  Vancouver, and 
that number has increased dramatically since 2011. Do  you  have any proposals for 



 
 
 

what the City could do  to  decrease the number of empty homes and lessen  this impact 
on  Vancouver's vacancy rate?   

 
Answer:  First of all, housing  is a fundamental  human  right and not an  investment and empty 
homes are a sign  that precious housing  is being  commodified or the owners are so  wealthy, 
they can  afford to  keep homes vacant. Vancouver should look at cities like Paris that have 
imposed much  higher taxes on  empty homes and condos and other speculative investment 
properties. Politicians here should also  be considering  the example of Jeremy Corbyn  and the 
UK Labour Party, who  after the Grenfell  Tower tragedy demanded that those left homeless be 
housed in  vacant luxury property in  the neighborhood. The number of empty houses and 
condos in  Vancouver is enough  to  house the homeless many times over. It is unacceptable to 
allow this inequality to  continue.  

 
Taxation  is a powerful  tool. Prioritizing  the construction  of thousands of units of social  housing 
a year, and slowing  down  approvals of market housing, would devalue the housing  market and 
could lead to  fewer vacant homes. The city could play a stronger role in  monitoring  vacant 
homes.  There could be a yearly Vancouver Housing  Monitoring  report that reports on  the 
number of empty units. I would fight for a vacant building  tax.  There are SROs in  the 
Downtown  Eastside that closed and could be renovated and opened immediately if keeping  it 
empty suddenly became costly.  Vacant units in  SROs or rental  units can  be a sign  that the 
landlord intends to  empty out the building  through  attrition  or by manufacturing  evictions for 
causes. My rent freeze proposal  could take away the incentive that landlords have to  increase 
rents when  tenants leave and reduce the number of vacant homes.   

 
13. Do  you  support holding  AirBnb accountable for policing  and removing  illegal  listings 

and preventing  hosts from posting  multiple listings or from listing  properties other than 
the host’s primary residence?  (Y/N) And how would you  characterize the adequacy and 
strength  of the Airbnb regulations that the current city government has announced it will 
implement?  

 
Answer: Yes.  
  
Comments: I support holding  Airbnb and other companies like it accountable.  Forcing  Airbnb 
to  monitor and remove illegal  listings could help save taxpayers a lot of money because the 
city would not have to  bear the entire burden  of enforcement. The regulations announced by 
the current city government are far too  weak, and for not putting  the onus on  the company for 
ensuring  that AirBnB hosts are adhering  to  our laws. Tougher regulation  of Airbnb could help 
preserve precious rental  housing  in  our city. The City of San  Francisco  passed a motion  to 
force Airbnb to  monitor and remove illegal  listings and Airbnb took them to  court for this. But 
the City of San  Francisco  recently won  in  court (August 2017) and Airbnb now must remove all 
non-licensed hosts from their platform. Toronto  is looking  at something  similar.  See 
www.fairbnb.ca for more information  on  proposals to  more strictly regulate.  
 

http://www.fairbnb.ca/
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September 2, 2017 
 
Candidate Survey for City Council  Candidates in  the upcoming  City of Vancouver By-election 
 
Dear Judy Graves, 
  
The Vancouver Tenants Union  (VTU) launched on  April  29, 2017, has twenty-five steering 
committee members, and has already signed up approximately 700  paying  members 
representing  rental  buildings in  neighbourhoods across the city.  
 
Our organization  is very interested in  accountable municipal  governance that improves the lives 
of tenants who  make up approximately 50% of the population  in  our city. We are asking  you  to 
fill  out our VTU Questionnaire so  that we may be better informed about your positions on 
issues that affect our membership and other voters. Feel  free to  add pages for expanded 
comments. 
  
Please sign, print, scan  into  pdf format and email  your responses to  the questionnaire to  us at 
tenantsunion.yvr@gmail.com by the 10th  of September.  
 
The Vancouver Tenants Union  (VTU) may or may not endorse a candidate based on  the results 
of this questionnaire. If we choose to  endorse a candidate, we may need to  clarify your 
position  and may request a phone or in-person  interview during  the week of Sept 11-14, as 
preparation  for our general  membership meeting  mid-September.   
 
We will  be sharing  your responses (but not your contact information) for viewing  on  our 
website:  www.vancouvertenantsunion.ca 
  
 
Candidate Name: Judy Graves 
 
Candidate Signature: 
 
Email:  judylynnegraves@gmail.com 
 
Phone number: 604.729.5650 
 
Municipal  party: OneCity 
 

http://www.vancouvertenantsunion.ca/


 
 
 
Questions 

 
1. How will  you  advocate for better housing  policy and put pressure on  the Provincial  and 

Federal  governments to  improve housing  security and affordability for renters? 
  

Answer:  As much  as possible I will  be pushing  City Hall  to  do  all  that it can  within  its 
jurisdiction. I have strong  relationships within  the provincial  and federal  governments, 
including  MPs and MLAs in  multiple parties. Some of the things I will  be asking  of these 
governments will  come at no  cost to  them. Many of the MLAs and MPs that I talk to 
want to  help and I plan  on  calling  on  them to  do  so. Specifically, I will  advocate for 
changes to  the Vancouver Charter to  address the housing  crisis, changes in  provincial 
legislation  to  tie rent control  to  units and roll  back rent increases, changes to  the RTA to 
close loopholes and protect renters, fund-matching  from the federal  and provincial 
government for new affordable housing  initiatives, and protection  from those impacted 
by displacement and gentrification. 

 
2. Do  you  think that the City of Vancouver’s current definitions of affordable housing 

and/or social  housing  are reasonable?  If not, what would you  do  about it if you  were 
elected? 
 
Answer: The City’s definitions are very unreasonable. The only acceptable definition  is 
the decades-old Canadian  Mortgage and Housing  Corporation  definition. Affordable 
housing  must not cost more than  30% of family income at all  income levels. The Vision 
dominated Council  has tried to  change this definition  in  several  ways. First, some 
Councilors have echoed the developer position  that a home is affordable if “somebody 
can  afford to  pay for it.” This is preposterous and insulting. The Mayor has also  used 
“market rental” and “affordable rental” interchangeably. This is of course not the case. 
Just because the number of new market rental  units has increased -  though  not by 
much  -  it doesn’t make them affordable, and the vast majority of them aren’t affordable 
for average Vancouver residents. If elected, I would insist on  the proper definition  of 
affordable and call  to  account any Councilor or the Mayor if they use the term 
incorrectly. As for social  housing, the Provincial  Liberal  government led the way in 
changing  that definition  and the current City Council  has gone along  with  the change. 
“Social  housing” used to  mean  housing  for people who  could not afford homes in  the 
private market -  poor and low income people. There was also  something  that was 
called “supportive housing” -  a critical  need for people with  mental  health, addiction 
and other physical  and psychological  challenges. We need much  more supportive 
housing.  But when  Council  talks about “social  housing” now, they are almost always 
talking  about supportive housing. As a result, desperately needed non-market social 
housing  for poor and low income people is often  not even  discussed. If elected, I would 
call  on  Council  to  implement and advocate for revenue-generating  policies -  specifically 
taxation  policies that would require developers, speculators, and Vancouver’s most 
affluent residents to  pay their fair share -  in  order to  meet the urgent need for much 



 
 
 

more affordable, social, and supportive housing  in  the city. Please stay tuned for the 
specifics of OneCity’s policies in  the lead up to  the October by-election. 
 

3. Would you  publicly advocate for real  rent control  (vacancy control) where rents are tied 
to  the unit and not the person?   Yes. 
 
Comments: OneCity policy on  rent control  includes tying  the rent increases to  individual 
units, and not to  the tenant. We will  also  advocate to  limit rent increases to  once every 
24  months.  

 
4. Do  you  support a rent freeze in  the form of a 0% rent increase on  Vancouver rental 

properties for at least four years?  
 

This is a provincial  government decision  and although  we don’t expect it to  come, we 
would certainly support such  a change. OneCity would focus our advocacy on  rolling 
back rental  rate increases, and creating  real  rent control  (above). 
 
Comments: OneCity believes that real  rent control  (i.e. tying  rent increases to  housing 
units, not individual  renters) is one of the best ways we can  control  rents. We also 
support lowering  the legal  allowable rental  rate, and will  advocate for this in  addition  to 
the real  rent control  measures mentioned in  the previous question.   
 

5. How could the city better enforce its current bylaws for vulnerable renters who  live in 
poorly maintained properties?  

 
Answer: The current Standards of Maintenance by-law needs to  be aggressively 
enforced.  If necessary, the City must take over the repairs and bill  these repairs back to 
the landlords. 
 

6. Do  you  support legislation  that would mandate that landlords allow tenants back into 
units after renovations at previous rental  rates?  

 
Yes 
  
Comments: We also  believe that implementing  real  rent control  (attaching  the rental 
price to  the unit instead of to  the tenant) would reduce the landlord’s incentive to 
“renovict” their tenants. 
 

7. The Tenants Union  recognizes that rent control  and housing  affordability are only one 
aspect of the crisis of inequality in  Vancouver. Do  you  support raising  the welfare and 
disability rates in  BC beyond the $100  monthly increase that the NDP has put into  place 
for 2017?  (Y/N) If yes, how much  of an  increase would you  advocate for as a city 
councillor?  



 
 
 
Questions 
 

Yes, OneCity supports raising  the welfare and disability rates above the increase done 
by the NDP in  2017. 

 
Comments: As a city councilor, I will  advocate for an  increase to  welfare and disability 
rates. 
 

8. How will  you  work to  provide social  housing  for Vancouver residents who  are most 
vulnerable, including  youth, women, LGBT2IQ+, Indigenous people, people living  with 
disabilities and others who  are disproportionately represented in  the homeless 
population? 

 
Answer:  OneCity proposes policies that require those who  have profited the most from 
the housing  crisis to  pay their fair share. With  these new revenue streams, the City is in 
the position  to  build much  more affordable, supportive, and social  housing  for 
populations that face myriad barriers due to  intersecting  social, political, and economic 
inequalities (i.e., structural  asymmetries created by systems such  as colonialism, 
racism, sexism, heterosexism, and neoliberalism mean  that Indigenous people, 
LGBTQ2S+ people, people living  with  disabilities, women, people of colour, immigrants, 
people living  in  poverty, young  people, people who  use drugs, and so  forth, shoulder a 
disproportionate burden  of the housing  crisis).  
 
For example, our inclusionary zoning  policy takes into  account the ways in  which  race 
and class inequalities produce vastly different experiences in  the different 
neighbourhoods of Vancouver. Chinatown  and the DTES have been  impacted by an 
inordinate amount of displacement already. For this reason, our inclusionary zoning 
policy would not apply to  these communities. OneCity acknowledges the urgent need 
for much  more social  housing  in  the DTES and Chinatown  communities to  be built. If 
elected, I will  fight for this tooth  and nail.   
 
However, we also  recognize that other parts of the city would greatly benefit from 
inclusionary zoning-   more affluent, low-density neighbourhoods, for example. 
Inclusionary zoning  would require new property developments to  turn  over a 
percentage of the units to  the city to  be used covenanted as guaranteed affordable 
rentals. These units would then  be rented out at a fixed 30% of the tenants’ income in 
perpetuity. 
 
For people who  use drugs, we need to  explore more functional  pilot models of 
supported housing  policy that allow a person  to  choose the building  and 
neighbourhood they live in  and have full  harm reduction  supports within  the building. 
We also  take inspiration  from a project that was approved in  New Westminster not too 
long  ago, where a recent rezoning  by the City means that a five unit affordable housing 



 
 
 

project will  be built on  city owned land; the future residents of these affordable units will 
be single mothers and their children. This innovative project makes me think about how 
we can  house other marginalized populations on  city owned land while being  respectful 
and attentive to  the specific systemic barriers they confront daily. 
 
Finally, OneCity proposes revenue generating  taxes (which  will  be shared soon  as our 
campaign  kicks into  high  gear ) that will  be designated for building  guaranteed 
affordable, social, and supportive housing  in  Vancouver. I will  work together with  these 
communities who  are marginalized by social, political, and economic imbalances to 
identify and create housing  solutions for them using  this new housing  inventory. As well, 
I will  call  for an  office at city hall  with  paid staff to  look at evaluating  major policies (e.g., 
housing, environment) through  an  equity, diversity, decolonization  lens. 
 

9. Do  you  support a moratorium on  condo  buildings in  low income neighbourhoods like 
Chinatown  and the DTES?  

  
OneCity believes that development should not come at the cost of housing  for low 
income and vulnerable people in  Chinatown  and the DTES and other low income 
neighbourhoods. We support re-examining  development plans in  Chinatown  and the 
DTES and ensuring  that community feedback is incorporated and respected in  that 
process. We also  support actually implementing  the inclusionary zoning  that the current 
council  has failed to  enforce to  ensure that we are expanding  the stock of dignified 
social  and affordable housing  in  Chinatown  and the DTES. We also  believe in  massively 
increasing  the amount of publicly owned social  and affordable housing  to  address the 
housing  needs of low-income neighbourhoods. 
  

10. Do  you  support the Chinatown  Action  Group’s PEOPLE’S VISION FOR CHINATOWN? 
Yes 

  
Comments: Yes, we support Chinatown  Action  Group’s People’s Vision  for Chinatown. 
The Chinatown  Action  Group (CAG) has done deep listening  with  nearly 500  senior 
residents, businesses and community members to  learn  about the challenges they face 
living, working  and visiting  Chinatown. Their approach  to  developing  a social  and 
economic strategy centred on  the needs of the most vulnerable community members 
as opposed to  the needs of developers is what is required to  build inclusive, thriving 
neighbourhoods. The solutions CAG proposes reflect our goals and policies for 
affordable housing, quality public spaces, equitable decision-making, and drug 
decriminalization. We commend the group of youth  and elders who  engaged the voices 
of marginalized residents that continue to  be neglected by the city.   
 

11. Would you  support a speculation  tax on  the profits of properties bought and resold 
within  1  – 3  years, scaling  down  over time?  Yes 

  



 
 
 
Questions 

Comments: OneCity will  implement a speculation  tax on  the profits of properties bought 
and resold within  the three years. We expect that that this tax will  encourage long-term 
home ownership, and reduce speculation  in  the housing  market. This levy decreases 
over time, and completely disappears after the third year of ownership. The flipping  levy 
doesn’t penalize people who  truly make their home in  our city, and it only taxes 
speculative profit, not the initial  purchase price. All  revenues generated by the flipping 
levy will  be used to  buy or build affordable living  spaces for low-  and middle-income 
people throughout Vancouver. Please stay tuned for more on  this levy as we roll  out our 
policies in  the coming  weeks. 
 

12. 2016  census numbers show that there are over 25,000  vacant homes in  Vancouver, and 
that number has increased dramatically since 2011. Do  you  have any proposals for 
what the City could do  to  decrease the number of empty homes and lessen  this impact 
on  Vancouver's vacancy rate? 

 
Answer: 
OneCity recognizes that it is utterly unacceptable that there are thousands of people 
without homes in  Vancouver and thousands of others who  are housing-insecure, all  the 
while perfectly livable homes remain  vacant across the city. OneCity will  introduce 
motions at Council  to  have empty homes rented at affordable housing  rates to  local 
families and individuals. 
 

13. Do  you  support holding  AirBnb accountable for policing  and removing  illegal  listings 
and preventing  hosts from posting  multiple listings or from listing  properties other than 
the host’s primary residence?  (Y/N) And how would you  characterize the adequacy and 
strength  of the AirBnB regulations that the current city government has announced it 
will  implement?  

  
Comments: Yes we would support holding  AirBnB accountable for policing  and 
removing  illegal  listings and preventing  hosts from posting  multiple listings or from 
listing  properties other than  the host’s primary residence. The City of Vancouver’s 
current proposed regulations for short term rentals is inadequate given  the housing 
crisis we are facing. For example, the city will  allow short term rentals (30  consecutive 
days) on  principal  residences and legal  suites with  a valid business license. Instead, 
each  one of these units should be made available to  residents who  live, work, and raise 
their family in  Vancouver.   
 
In  terms of policy, we are proposing  a similar model  to  Amsterdam where AirBnB will 
automatically limit entire home listings in  the city to  60  nights per calendar year. We 
would expand on  this policy to  include basement suites and laneway homes. Please 
tune in  to  details on  this as we roll  out our policies in  the coming  weeks.  
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September 2, 2017 
 
Candidate Survey for City Council Candidates in the upcoming City of Vancouver By-election 
 
Dear Pete Fry, 
  
The Vancouver Tenants Union (VTU) launched on April 29, 2017, has twenty-five steering 
committee members, and has already signed up approximately 700 paying members 
representing rental buildings in neighbourhoods across the city.  
 
Our organization is very interested in accountable municipal governance that improves the lives 
of tenants who make up approximately 50% of the population in our city. We are asking you to 
fill out our VTU Questionnaire so that we may be better informed about your positions on issues 
that affect our membership and other voters. Feel free to add pages for expanded comments. 
  
Please sign, print, scan into pdf format and email your responses to the questionnaire to us at 
tenantsunion.yvr@gmail.com by the 10th of September.  
 
The Vancouver Tenants Union (VTU) may or may not endorse a candidate based on the results 
of this questionnaire. If we choose to endorse a candidate, we may need to clarify your position 
and may request a phone or in-person interview during the week of Sept 11-14, as preparation 
for our general membership meeting mid-September.   
 
We will be sharing your responses (but not your contact information) for viewing on our website:  
www.vancouvertenantsunion.ca 
  
 
Candidate Name:  Pete Fry 
 
Candidate Signature:  
 
Email:  pete@petefry.ca  
 
Phone number: 604-662-3255 
 
Municipal party: Green Party of Vancouver 
 
Independent:   



 
 
 
Questions 
 
 
 

 
1. How will you advocate for better housing policy and put pressure on the Provincial and 

Federal governments to improve housing security and affordability for renters? 
  

Answer: A civic politician has two jobs in this respect: developing tools and 
approving land use within civic jurisdiction to ensure the right supply is created for the 
needs of the local population; AND playing an advocacy role, developing strong 
relationships with senior government partners who have the additional tools to improve 
housing security, including but not limited to changing the Vancouver Charter, provincial 
laws and building codes, increasing funding, improving regulatory oversight, changing 
tax structures, etc.  

I would call for stronger and deeper inclusionary zoning (percentage of affordable 
or social housing) in all new developments, currently Vancouver inconsistently applies 
20% on projects over 200 units, in contrast, Montreal does 30% and has a lower project 
size thereshold). I would push for appropriate definition of affordable and social housing 
(see #2 below). I would explore and advocate for the creation of municipal housing bond 
to help finance things like community land trusts and publicly-owned housing. I would 
call for the creation of a City Renter’s Office (see below). I would look at land use, zoning, 
permit, and by-law tools to fast track and grandfather existing “off-the-books” rental 
stock (like basement suites, etc in private homes) so that they can be brought up to 
safety standards, under an affordability covenant with the Renter’s Office.  
 

2. Do you think that the City of Vancouver’s current definitions of affordable housing and/or 
social housing are reasonable? If not, what would you do about it if you were elected? 

 
Answer: No, the current City definitions are quite unreasonable, they do not reflect 

the financial reality of a majority of Vancouverites. Having a team of two Greens could 
enable myself or Councillor Adriane Carr to introduce a motion that would be sure to 
seconded and thus public debated and more likely to be adopted. We would prepare a 
motion to define affordable housing along the lines of the BC Housing HILs definition 
(i.e., the standard 30% of income formula, and tied to local median wages). Furthermore, 
social housing should be affordable housing (as defined above) and include a 
percentage of welfare, disability and/or old age security rate housing. 
 

3. Would you publicly advocate for real rent control (vacancy control) where rents are tied 
to the unit and not the person?  Y/N YES 

 
Comments: Good initiative. Vacancy control would do a good job of stabilizing the 

market and discouraging abuses and intimidation by unscrupulous landlords hoping to 



 
 
 

turnover tenants. It would also serve to limit the scourge of fixed-term leases, which 
erode security of tenure and enable the escalation of rents across the rental market. 
Though Vacancy Control is a matter of provincial jurisdiction, Vancouver elected officials 
have an important role in advocating and negotiating for these important changes by 
senior government partners. The city, through the idea of a “tenants’ office” (described 
below) could help to facilitate this. 
 

4. Do you support a rent freeze in the form of a 0% rent increase on Vancouver rental 
properties for at least four years? Y/N See comments below 

  
Comments: The latest RTB allowable rent increase certainly heaps insult upon 

injury for renters who have been forced to bear the brunt of the affordability crisis. 
Unfortunately, with the second interest rate hike in as many months, and another 
expected soon it’s likely that the provincial government agency will allow a similar rent 
hike next year too. As long as we are not building public housing, renters are at the 
mercy of the banks and the market.  

That said, rent control or freeze is the jurisdiction of provincial government, so my 
ability as a city councilor would be limited to strongly advocating the provincial 
government for stronger rent controls and protections. 

I do support rent control and rent protection efforts on the city’s part and within 
the city’s jurisdiction. To that end, I propose to develop and empower a "tenants’ office" 
at the City. Resources (and teeth) to assist renters, and tie things like renovictions to 
building permits and building code. This would include working with the existing SRO 
desk, Building, permits and inspections departments and liaising with provincial RTB, 
non-profits like TRAC, and grassroots community organizations like The Vancouver 
Tenant’s Union. A City Renter’s Office could help limit only reasonable rent increases to 
cover cost of maintenance, taxes and inflation.  

I would like to see the province exercise stricter control over RTB-allowable 
increases and a formula that pegs increases to local incomes and reasonable landlord 
expense. Those rent controls should be regional, Vancouver should not pursue this kind 
of action in isolation of the other local municipalities. 
 

5. How could the city better enforce its current bylaws for vulnerable renters who live in 
poorly maintained properties?  

  
Answer:  Apply existing Standards of Maintenance by-law no. 5462 more 

rigorously, levying fines as applicable and as often as necessary for each offence under 
Section 23.6. If owner refuses to comply with City Building Inspector orders and fines 
accrue, City of Vancouver should apply for a legal asset seizure under the BC Court 
Ordered Enforcement Act. I believe displaying a firm hand approach of this nature a few 
times would encourage greater compliance in the landlord community.   
 



 
 
 
Questions 

6. Do you support legislation that would mandate that landlords allow tenants back into 
units after renovations at previous rental rates? Y/N See comment below 

  
Comments: I would favour a model where the renovation requires an application 

and a permit, cost is scrutinized and rent increases justified—thereby reducing number 
of cosmetic renovictions designed to price out renters. This approach might even allow 
the city to participate in keeping both displacement time and renovation costs down by 
fast tracking permits and applications. This model approach could be facilitated by the 
creation of a City Tenants’ Office (see A:4). 

As with rent freeze, the Residential Tenancy Act is not civic jurisdiction. Where 
the city has jurisdiction is permits, code and land use. Working with the above proposed 
Renters Office, these jurisdictional powers can be used to regulate renovations and 
change of use. This approach also recognizes that some renovations, particularly on 
older or under-maintained buildings may be necessary for life and safety, but those 
renovations may also be quite costly. Rate control without subsidy in this case, may 
encourage land owners to demolish and replace altogether and thereby reduce 
affordable rental stock.  
 

7. The Tenants Union recognizes that rent control and housing affordability are only one 
aspect of the crisis of inequality in Vancouver. Do you support raising the welfare and 
disability rates in BC beyond the $100 monthly increase that the NDP has put into place 
for 2017? (Y/N) If yes, how much of an increase would you advocate for as a city 
councillor? Yes. 

 
Comments: My understanding is that the $100/m increase barely covers the rate of 

inflation since the last increase. While I couldn’t offer an exact number, I would be in 
favour of bringing welfare and disability rates closer to the Market Basket Measure 
(which in 2010 was pegged at around $18,000/y for Vancouver).  
 
 

8. How will you work to provide social housing for Vancouver residents who are most 
vulnerable, including youth, women, LGBT2IQ+, Indigenous people, people living with 
disabilities and others who are disproportionately represented in the homeless 
population? 

 
Answer: I think the work starts with meeting people where they are at. Residents 

(or potential residents) should be at the centre of helping to inform what kind of housing 
suits them best. Decisions should not be left to service providers or City RFPs alone, and 
housing management should involve residents in decision-making. Participatory, 
democratic, and community direction should lead the direction, and civic government 
should facilitate the implementation and funding. 
 



 
 
 

9. Do you support a moratorium on condo buildings in low income neighbourhoods like 
Chinatown and the DTES?  

  
Comments: Yes, I support a moratorium until we have concrete plans that mitigate 

displacement, and the loss of cultural heritage. That plan should be expedited and 
prioritized. 
  

10. Do you support the Chinatown Action Group’s PEOPLE’S VISION FOR CHINATOWN? 
Y/N YES 

  
Comments: It’s a good vision and well presented, I appreciate the commitment to 

democratic, community-led decision making.  
 

11. Would you support a speculation tax on the profits of properties bought and resold within 
1 – 3 years, scaling down over time? Y/N YES 

  
Comments: Absolutely, I’ve written a number of proposals and campaigns for this 

over the years. I’ve strongly advocated for the province to modify the Property Transfer 
Tax to being more in line with a Hong Kong triple duty type system: with additional 
duties based on turnover or flipping, luxury properties, and non-local capital investments 
respectively — with the dividends funneled back into public housing. I would be 
supportive of applying to amend the Vancouver Charter if the Province was unwilling to 
apply PTT reform. 
  

12. 2016 census numbers show that there are over 25,000 vacant homes in Vancouver, and 
that number has increased dramatically since 2011. Do you have any proposals for what 
the City could do to decrease the number of empty homes and lessen this impact on 
Vancouver's vacancy rate? 

 
Answer: The Vacancy Tax is at least a step in the right direction and 

acknowledgement of the extent of the problem – however, I remain skeptical that it will 
be effective or enforceable. By the City’s own estimate the tax will raise about $2.2m/y 
but will cost $1.5m/year to implement and operate. I don’t think the return on investment 
here is very good, nor will it be effective in generating enough revenue to come 
anywhere close to compensating for the lost housing stock.  

I worry that with enough money it would be fairly easy for an investor to “game” 
this system. I would be in favour of increasing the (currently) 1% of assessed value, 
increasing compliance as necessary and offering incentives and assistance to turn 
empty homeowners into contributing landlords. I would also be interested in the idea of 
taxing empty homes at commercial tax rate, after all, they are a revenue generating 
business for all intents and purposes. Working with GreeNDP colleagues in Victoria, 
we’d push to have the Vancouver Charter amended to close any loopholes. 



 
 
 
Questions 
 

13. Do you support holding AirBnb accountable for policing and removing illegal listings and 
preventing hosts from posting multiple listings or from listing properties other than the 
host’s primary residence? (Y/N) And how would you characterize the adequacy and 
strength of the AirBnB regulations that the current city government has announced it will 
implement? YES 

  
Comments: Long overdue, I remain skeptical of the proposed city regulations, for 

both the facts that it has taken as long as it has to address this issue (I campaigned on 
short term rentals in 2014), and that we still have not implemented the regulations.  

I feel very strongly that the city should dedicate more resources to forcing short 
term rental services to comply and fines for non compliance should serve as effective 
deterrances. I would like to see more resources dedicated to monitoring and regulating 
‘new technology’ apps of this nature, not just AirBnB, VRBO and the anglo-centric 
platforms, but rooting out short term rentals services and offers in languages other than 
English (for example CozyHome and on WeChat). Resources should be available to cross 
reference multiple platforms and “professional STR companies” so we are not entirely 
dependent on AirBnB (and others) self-reporting. 

A special short term rental license fee should be enough to pay for additional 
investigative and licensing resources, and provide dividends to an affordable housing 
development fund.  

Working with GreeNDP colleagues in Victoria, we’d push to have the Vancouver 
Charter amended to close any loopholes. 
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